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Abstract
We present a novel derivation of the boundary term for the action in Lanczos-Lovelock gravity,
starting from the boundary contribution in the variation of the Lanczos-Lovelock action. The deriva-
tion presented here is straightforward, i.e., one starts from the Lanczos-Lovelock action principle and
the action itself dictates the boundary structure and hence the boundary term one needs to add to
the action to make it well-posed. It also gives the full structure of the contribution at the boundary
of the complete action, enabling us to read off the degrees of freedom to be fixed at the boundary,
their corresponding conjugate momenta and the total derivative contribution on the boundary. We
also provide a separate derivation of the Gauss-Bonnet case.
1 Introduction
Einstein-Hilbert action has been the preferred action for general relativity for over a century now, ever
since it was introduced by Hilbert and Einstein [1] (Einstein’s paper also credits previous work done by
H. A. Lorentz). It is generally covariant, is constructed out of only the metric and its derivatives and
furnishes the Einstein’s field equations on variation. Einstein’s field equations are in conformity with
all well-established experiments and observations [2]. Any other action which gives the same equations
of motion will differ from the Einstein-Hilbert action by a total derivative. Out of all such actions,
Einstein-Hilbert action seems the simplest, at least in the metric formulation, and hence has been the
preferred action in classical general relativity.
Although action is just a device to obtain the equations of motion as far as classical physics is
concerned, it comes into its own in the realm of quantum physics. Since we live in a quantum world, it
does make sense to ask what is the right action among different actions that provide the same equations of
motion but differ by total derivatives. In fact, it is in the context of path integral formulation of quantum
gravity that Gibbons and Hawking proposed to augment the Einstein-Hilbert action by a boundary term
(which can also be obtained by integrating a total derivative over the bulk). This term has come to be
known as the Gibbons-Hawking-York term [3,4] (also see an earlier paper by Gowdy with essentially the
same proposal [5]). This term was added so that normal derivatives of the metric need not be fixed on
the boundary as is appropriate in the normal path integral formulation. Also, the variational principle
then becomes well-posed (For more discussion on the need to add boundary terms to the action, see [6,7]
and Chapter 6 in [8].)
The Gibbons-Hawking-York term is defined in such a way as to be applicable only to a non-null
surface. A proposal for the boundary term on a null boundary was recently made [9], which was followed
by a proposal for a unified boundary term for null and non-null boundaries [10]. This work has been
followed up and refined [11–14]. We will not discuss the null case further in this work. However, note that
the Gibbons-Hawking-York term is not the only term one can add to the action, in principle there are
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infinite such choices [15]. In particular, as pointed out in an earlier work of York (and revived recently
in [11,16]) if one fixes the conjugate momentum on a non-null surface, in four dimensions, one need not
have to add any boundary term [17].
There is a very elegant route to arrive at the Einstein-Hilbert action starting from some very general
conditions. If we start assuming that our Lagrangian is to be constructed from the metric and the
curvature tensor, and then demand that the equations of motion are second order in the derivatives of
the metric, we uniquely arrive at a class of Lagrangians known as Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangians [18–20]
(see the introduction of [21] for a taste of history). It is commonly stated that the Lanczos-Lovelock
theory, obtained by adding the Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangians with arbitrary coefficients, reduces to
Einstein’s theory uniquely when we set the number of dimensions D = 4. Although this is true at the
equations-of-motion level, there are actually two terms that survive at the action level. In addition to
the Einstein-Hilbert term, there is also the Gauss-Bonnet term, which is the Lanczos-Lovelock term that
is quadratic in the curvature. It is a total derivative in four dimensions and hence does not contribute
to the equations of motion (see Section 2.5 in [20]). This is the reason this term is usually ignored in
four dimensions. But when we are concerned with the proper form of the action in four dimensions, this
term must be considered. Of course, it could be that there are more dimensions to the universe than
four. If this is the case, the other Lanczos-Lovelock terms also have to be taken into consideration, with
the assumption that these higher derivative terms give sub-dominant contribution to the equations of
motion which have not been detected in our current experiments and observations. Moreover, there is
a claim in the literature that the Gauss-Bonnet term appears as the curvature squared term in the low
energy limit of string theory [22] (also see [23]) and hence perhaps other Lovelock terms appear at higher
orders (although this was not borne out in the third order calculations done in [24]).
The question of a well-posed variational problem for Lanczos-Lovelock theories has also been tackled
in the literature. The appropriate boundary term for Gauss-Bonnet was derived by Bunch [25] (In fact,
Bunch demonstrates that only the Gauss-Bonnet Lagrangian among all the Lagrangians constructed out
of the quadratic curvature terms R2, RabRab and R
abcdRabcd has a well-posed boundary value problem.).
The boundary terms for general Lanczos-Lovelock was derived by Myers [26]. This term is generally either
derived from topological considerations (looking at the Euler density for a manifold with boundary) or
it is demonstrated that it cancels all variations of normal derivatives of the metric on the boundary. In
this paper, we attempt to derive these results directly by starting with the boundary terms that appear
when we vary the Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangians. We follow the procedure that was used in [27] to derive
the Gibbons-Hawking-York term and then in [9, 10] to derive the boundary terms for a null boundary
and for a general boundary. After warming up with the Gauss-Bonnet case, we do the calculations in
full gory detail for a general Lanczos-Lovelock theory to separate the boundary variation into the term
that has to be canceled by the addition of a boundary term, the terms to be killed by fixing the intrinsic
metric on the boundary and the total derivative term on the surface.
We would like to emphasize that unlike previous attempts, where the boundary term was obtained
either by inspection or topological considerations and then shown to cancel the normal derivatives of the
metric in the boundary variation, we will follow a more direct root. Starting from the action principle
itself and then judiciously manipulating the boundary variations we arrived at the structure of variation
on the boundary and hence the boundary term. Thus action principle itself dictates what boundary term
one has to add to the action to make it well posed, as well as what one needs to fix on the boundary
(for earlier works in the similar spirit, see [9–11, 27]). Schematically, the structure one expects due to
variation of the action can be presented as
δ
(∫
dDx Lagrangian
)
=
∫
dDx (Equation of Motion Term) δ (Dynamical Variable)
+
∫
dD−1x (Conjugate Momentum) δ (Variables to be fixed)
+
∫
dD−1x δ (Boundary Term) +
∫
dD−1x (Total Divergence Term) ,
(1)
where the first term on the right hand side corresponds to the equations of motion for the dynamical
variable. It is clear that in addition to the equation of motion term, one has three additional contributions,
the conjugate momentum to the dynamical variable, the boundary term and finally a total derivative
term. If one constructs a new action, which is obtained by subtracting out the boundary term from the
original action, the variational problem will be well-posed. This will be our aim in this work, i.e., to
express the Lanczos-Lovelock action in the above form, so that the boundary term can be singled out.
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This paper is organized as follows: We give a brief overview of Lanczos-Lovelock theories in Section 2.
The main part of the paper is Section 3 where we have derived our boundary term results. In Section 3.1,
we manipulate the boundary variation for general Lanczos-Lovelock stopping just before the point where
expressions start to become intense as the determinant tensor makes its entrance. Then, we show in
Section 3.2 that the expressions we have derived reproduce the known expressions in the Einstein-Hilbert
case. Next, we derive the Gauss-Bonnet case in Section 3.3 to obtain a boundary term matching with
the one derived by Bunch in [25]. The conjugate momentum is also shown to match with the result
previously obtained by Davis [28] and also by Gravanis and Willison [29]. (The explicit expression is
written down in [21].) The total derivative term in the boundary variation, as far as we know, has not
been written down in the literature before. Finally, in Section 3.4, we complete the full calculation of
the decomposition of the general Lanczos-Lovelock boundary variation. The total derivative term and
the Dirichlet variation term are probably written down in the literature for the first time. Section 3.5 is
devoted to consistency checks, and we show that the Lanczos-Lovelock boundary term derived matches
with previous literature and and also that the Lanczos-Lovelock expressions reduce to the corresponding
Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet expressions for m = 1 and m = 2.
The conventions used in this paper are as follows: We use the metric signature (−,+,+,+). The
fundamental constants G, ~ and c have been set to unity. The Latin indices, a, b, . . ., run over all space-
time indices, and are hence summed over four values (or D values when spacetime is D dimensional).
Greek indices, α, β, . . ., are used when we specialize to indices corresponding to a codimension-1 surface,
and are summed over D − 1 values in D dimensions. R is used for the the curvature tensor on the
boundary surface, while the bulk curvature is represented by R. For the connection, γ is used for the
boundary connection while Γ, as usual, is used for the bulk connection. The conventions for normal,
induced metric, etc. are taken from Appendix B of the arxiv version of [9]. The Lanczos-Lovelock
conventions are specified in Section 2.
2 Lanczos-Lovelock Theories
In this section we will rapidly glance through basic aspects of Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, which will
be useful for the later parts of this work. However the interested reader may consult the review [20]
for a better understanding of these results. The general Lanczos-Lovelock action in a volume V of
D-dimensional spacetime is given by
16πA =
∫
V
dDx
√−gLLL =
∫
V
dDx
√−g
mmax∑
m=1
cmLm ; Lm ≡ 1
2m
δa1b1···ambmc1d1···cmdmR
c1d1
a1b1
· · ·Rcmdmambm . (2)
Here mmax is the greatest integer less than or equal to D/2. The cosmological constant term has been
omitted above, but it may be included as the m = 0 term. The 16π and 1/2m factors have been kept
separate from the constants cm so that the m = 1 term reduces to the standard form of the Einstein-
Hilbert action (see Chapter 6 in [8]) when c1 = 1. Here, δ
a1b1···ambm
c1d1···cmdm
is the completely antisymmetric
determinant tensor (or alternating tensor) which is defined as the determinant of a matrix made of delta
functions as follows:
δia1b1...ambmjc1d1...cmdm = det

δij δ
i
c1
· · · δidm
δa1j
... δa1b1...ambmc1d1...cmdm
δbmj

. (3)
While working with Lanczos-Lovelock theories, it is useful to define the tensor P abcd as
P abcd ≡
(
∂LLL
∂Rcdab
)
gij
=
∑
m
cm
m
2m
δ
aba1b1···am−1bm−1
cdc1d1···cm−1dm−1
Rc1d1a1b1 · · ·R
cm−1dm−1
am−1bm−1
. (4)
which inherits the symmetries from Rabcd:
P abcd = −P bacd; P abcd = −P abdc; P abcd = P cdab . (5)
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and have zero divergence, i.e., ∇aP abcd = 0. We shall also define the corresponding tensor for mth order
Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangian Lm as
P abcd (m) ≡
(
∂Lm
∂Rcdab
)
gij
, (6)
so that for the full Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangian one ends up with
P abcd =
∑
m
cmP
ab
cd (m) . (7)
The Lagrangian Lm in terms of P
ab
cd (m) becomes
Lm =
1
m
P abcd (m)R
cd
ab . (8)
For general relativity (m = 1), the tensor P ab
cd (1) becomes
P abcd (1) =
1
2
(
δac δ
b
d − δadδbc
)
, (9)
and the Lagrangian is then
L1 = P
ab
cd (1)R
cd
ab = R . (10)
For Gauss-Bonnet gravity (m = 2), we have
P abcd (2) = 2
[
Rabcd +G
b
cδ
a
d −Gac δbd +Radδbc −Rbdδac
]
, (11)
and
L2 =
1
2
P abcd (2)R
cd
ab = R
2 − 4RabRab +RabcdRabcd . (12)
Keeping these basic results and notations in mind we will now straightforwardly jump into the details of
the calculation, where the symmetry properties of the tensor P abcd will be extensively used.
3 Boundary Variation for the Lanczos-Lovelock Theory
3.1 Manipulating the Boundary Term for general Lanczos-Lovelock: Part 1
When the Lanczos-Lovelock action in Eq. (2) is varied, the boundary term in the variation on a non-null
boundary, denoted by ∂V , is given by
16πA∂V =
∫
∂V
dD−1x δL∂V ; δL∂V =
√
|h|B[nc]; (13)
B[nc] = 2ncP bcda δΓabd , (14)
where the integration is over the boundary, nc is the unit normal to the boundary and h is the determinant
of the induced metric hαβ on the boundary. The conventions used here can be found in Appendix B of
the arxiv version of [9]. B[nc] can also be written as
B[nc] = ncPmbcd (−∇mδgbd +∇bδgmd +∇dδgmb) = 2P abcdnc∇bδgad . (15)
Introducing the induced metric
hab = δ
a
b − ǫnanb,
we project out various components of P abcd in Eq. (14) as follows:
B[nc] = 2ncδamP bcda δΓmbd = 2nc (ham + ǫnanm)P bcda δΓmbd
= 2nch
a
m
(
hbn + ǫn
bnn
)
P ncda δΓ
m
bd + 2ǫncn
anm
(
hbn + ǫn
bnn
)
P ncda δΓ
m
bd
= 2nch
a
mh
b
nP
ncd
a δΓ
m
bd + 2ǫnch
a
mn
bnnP
ncd
a δΓ
m
bd + 2ǫncn
anmh
b
nP
ncd
a δΓ
m
bd
= 2nch
a
mh
b
nh
d
pP
ncp
a δΓ
m
bd + 2ǫnch
a
mn
bnnh
d
pP
ncp
a δΓ
m
bd + 2ǫncn
anmh
b
nh
d
pP
ncp
a δΓ
m
bd . (16)
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Out of all the possible projections of all indices of P bcda using ne and h
m
n , the non-zero ones are the ones
with zero, one or two indices contracted with the normal. Contraction of all indices with hmn does not
contribute in the above expression due to the symmetry in b and d. The contractions that do occur in
the above expression are captured by the following surface tensors (i.e. their contraction with na on any
index is zero):
Adm ≡ 2P ancpncnnhdahmp , (17)
Bmed ≡ 2P ancpnchma henhdp (18)
Note that, due to the symmetries of P ancp, these are the only contractions possible with one and two
contractions along the normal. We shall also define the corresponding quantities for P ab
cd (m) as
Adm(m) ≡ 2P ancp(m) ncnnhdahmp , (19)
Bmed(m) ≡ 2P ancp(m) nchma henhdp (20)
so that
Adm =
∑
m
cmA
dm
(m) , (21)
Bmed =
∑
m
cmA
dm
(m) . (22)
The tensor Adm is symmetric:
Amd = 2P ancpncnnh
m
a h
d
p = −2P cpnancnnhma hdp = 2P pcnancnnhma hdp = Adm , (23)
while the tensor Bmed is obviously antisymmetric in the first two indices. The boundary term in Eq. (16)
thus becomes
B[nc] = B bdm δΓmbd + ǫ
(
Admn
bδΓmdb −AbdnmδΓmbd
)
= B1[nc] + B2[nc] . (24)
The first term B1[nc] can be rewritten in terms of the covariant derivative of variations of the metric as
B1[nc] = B bdm
[
gmq
2
(−∇qδgbd +∇bδgdq +∇dδgbq)
]
= Bqbd∇bδgdq
= ∇b
{
Bqbdδgdq
}− (∇bBqbd)δgdq = ∇b {Bqbdδhdq}+ (∇bBqbd)δgdq
= ∇b
{
Bqbdδhdq
}
+ (∇bBqbd)δhdq + ǫ
(
ndδnq + nqδnd
)∇bBqbd . (25)
In the second line above, we have used the fact that the contraction of Bqbd with na on any index is zero
to convert δgdq to δhdq. The last two terms can be simplified using the following results. We have
nd∇bBqbd = nd∇b
{
2hbnP
ancphaqnchpd
}
= −2hbnP ancphaqnchpd∇bnd
= 2hbnP
ancphaqnchpdK
d
b = BqbdK
bd , (26)
where we have used the relation
∇anb = −Kba + ǫnaab , (27)
with the acceleration ab = na∇anb. The next result is
nq∇bBqbd = nq∇b
{
2hbnP
ancphaqnchpd
}
= −2hbnP ancphaqnchpd∇bnq = 2P ancpKannchpd = 0 , (28)
using Eq. (5). Thus, we obtain
B1[nc] = ∇b
{
Bqbdδhdq
}
+ (∇bBqbd)δhdq + ǫBqbdKbdδnq . (29)
From the first term, we can separate out the surface covariant derivative.
∇b
{
Bqbdδhdq
}
= hcb∇c
{
Bqbdδhdq
}
+ ǫncnb∇c
{
Bqbdδhdq
}
= hcb∇c
{
Bqbdδhdq
}− ǫncBqbd {∇cnb} δhdq
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= Db
{
Bqbdδhdq
}− ǫncBqbd {−Kcb + ǫncab} δhdq
= Db
{
Bqbdδhdq
}− ǫBqbdabδhdq, (30)
where we have used Eq. (27). Thus, B1[nc] becomes
B1[nc] = Db
{
Bqbdδhdq
}− ǫBqbdabδhdq + (∇bBqbd)δhdq + ǫBqbdKbdδnq
= Db
{
Bqbdδhdq
}− ǫBqbdabδgdq + (∇bBqbd)δhdq + ǫBqbdKbdδnq
= Db
{
Bqbdδhdq
}
+ ǫBqbda
bδgdq + (∇bBqbd)δhdq + ǫBqbdKbdδnq
= Db
{
Bqbdδhdq
}
+ ǫBqbda
bδhdq + (∇bBqbd)δhdq + ǫBqbdKbdδnq
= Db
{
Bqbdδhdq
}
+
(∇bBqbd + ǫBqbdab) δhdq + ǫBqbdKbdδnq
= Db
{
Bqbdδhdq
}
+
(
DbBqbd
)
δhdq + ǫBqbdK
bdδnq . (31)
In the last line above, we have used the result
DbBqbd = h
bc∇cBqbd = ∇bBqbd − ǫnbnc∇cBqbd = ∇bBqbd + ǫBqbdnc∇cnb = ∇bBqbd + ǫBqbdab . (32)
We shall now turn our attention to the second term, B2[nc], in Eq. (24):
B2[nc] = ǫ
(
Admn
bδΓmdb −AbdnmδΓmbd
)
= ǫ
{
Adm [δ (∇dnm)−∇dδnm]−Abd [∇bδnd − δ (∇bnd)]
}
= ǫ
{
Admδ (∇dnm) +Abdδ (gdq∇bnq)−Adm∇d (δnm + gmqδnq)
}
= ǫ
{
2Admδ (∇dnm) +Abd (∇bnq) δgdq −Adm∇dδum
}
, (33)
where we have introduced δum = δnm + gmqδnq, which is a surface vector, i.e. δu
mnm = 0. Using
Eq. (27), we obtain
B2[nc] = ǫ
{
2Admδ (−Kmd + ǫndam)−Abd (∇bnq) δ
(
hdq + ǫndnq
)−Adm∇dδum}
= ǫ
{−2AdmδKmd −Abd (∇bnq) δhdq −Adm∇dδum} , (34)
where we have used δnd ∝ nd, Admnd = 0 and nc∇bnc = (1/2)∇bn2 = 0. We can separate out a surface
covariant derivative from the last term as follows:
−Adm∇dδum = −Apq
(
hdp + ǫn
dnp
)
(hqm + ǫn
qnm)∇dδum
= −ApqDpδuq = −Dp
(
Apqδu
q
)
+ δuq
(
DpA
p
q
)
. (35)
Evaluating DpA
p
q using the definition of A
p
q from Eq. (17), we have
DpA
p
q = Dp
(
2P bcda ncnbh
a
qh
p
d
)
= heph
m
q ∇e
(
2P bcda ncnbh
a
mh
p
d
)
= −2P bcda nbKdchaq − 2P bcda ncKdbhaq
= −2P bcda ncKdbhaq = −2P abcdhaqnchpdhnbKpn = −BqpnKpn . (36)
Therefore, the last term in Eq. (35) will become
δuq
(
DpA
p
q
)
= −BqpnKpnδuq = −BqpnKpn (δnq + gqmδnm) = −BqpnKpnδnq , (37)
where we have used the fact that δnm ∝ nm. Thus, we arrive at the following expression for B2[nc]:
B2[nc] = ǫ
{−2AdmδKmd −Abd (∇bnq) δhdq −Dp (Apqδuq)−BqpnKpnδnq} . (38)
Adding Eq. (31) and Eq. (38), the boundary term for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, sans the
√
|h| factor,
can be written in the form
B[nc] = Db
(
Bqbdδhdq − ǫAbqδuq
)− 2ǫAdmδKmd + (DbBqbd − ǫAbd∇bnq) δhdq
= Db
(
Bqbdδhdq − ǫAbqδuq
)− 2ǫAdmδKmd + (DbBqbd + ǫAbdKbq) δhdq , (39)
where we have used Eq. (27) on the last term. The first and last terms are of desired form. Once we
add the
√
|h| factor, the first will give a total derivative on the boundary surface. The last term can
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be killed by fixing the intrinsic metric on the boundary. The term −2ǫAdmδKmd has to be manipulated
further. Using Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), the above boundary variation can be written as
B[nc] =
∑
m
cm
[
Db
(
Bqbd(m)δhdq − ǫAbq (m)δuq
)
− 2ǫAdm (m)δKmd +
(
DbBqbd (m) + ǫA
b
d (m)Kbq
)
δhdq
]
,
(40)
We shall now reproduce the known result in the Einstein-Hilbert case (m = 1 in the above sum) before
deriving the complete boundary variation for the Gauss-Bonnet case (m = 2). The boundary term for
general Lanczos-Lovelock is derived in Section 3.4.
3.2 Einstein-Hilbert Case
In this section, we shall evaluate the boundary variation derived in Eq. (39) for the Einstein-Hilbert case
and compare it with the results previously known (re derived in [27], Appendix B in the arxiv version
of [9]). For Einstein-Hilbert, using Eq. (9) in Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), we obtain
Aef(1) = 2P
abcd
(1) ncnbh
e
ah
f
d =
(
gacgbd − gadgbc)ncnbheahfd = −ǫhef , (41)
and
Befg(1) = 2P
abcd
(1) nch
e
ah
f
bh
g
d = 0 . (42)
Thus, Eq. (39) becomes
B[nc] = Db
(
hbqδu
q
)
+ 2hdmδK
m
d − hbdKbqδhdq
= Db
(
δub
)
+ 2δK −Kdqδhdq . (43)
Adding a
√
|h| and manipulating, we will arrive at the full boundary variation for the Einstein-Hilbert
action as integral over the boundary of√
|h|B[nc] = Db
(√
|h|δub
)
+ 2δ
(√
|h|K
)
−
√
|h| (Kdq −Khdq) δhdq . (44)
This matches with expressions previously obtained in the literature (see [27] as well as Appendix B in
the arxiv version of [9]). The last term of Eq. (44) can be rewritten as
√
|h| (Kdq −Khdq) δhdq, allowing
us to identify Kdq −Khdq as the Brown-York stress tensor [30, 31]. The Brown-York quasi-local energy
derived from the stress tensor has essentially the same form as the boundary term, with the difference
that the integral is that of the extrinsic curvature of a surface of co-dimension 2, over that surface.
(The corresponding quantity embedded in flat spacetime is subtracted out for finiteness, when required.)
Recently, this fact was used to extend the Brown-York formulation to Lanczos-Lovelock theories of
gravity in [32] using the boundary terms available in the literature. Thus, obtaining the structure of the
boundary variation in Lanczos-Lovelock gravity will also allow us to explore the Brown-York formulation
in Lanczos-Lovelock theories of gravity.
3.3 Gauss-Bonnet Gravity
For Gauss-Bonnet gravity, using Eq. (11) in Eq. (19), we get
Adm (2) = −4Ranpchamnnhpdnc + 4Gncncnnhdm + 4ǫRpahamhdp
= 4ǫ
[
Rpahamh
d
p − ǫRanpchamnnhpdnc
]
+ 4Gncncnnh
d
m .
We shall now use the following results from Chapter 12 in [8] (where the ǫ = −1 case has been derived):
Rmsh
m
a h
s
c − ǫhma hscnnntRmnst = Rac − ǫ
(
KacK −KbaKbc
)
; (45)
Gbcnbnc =
1
2
(
K2 −KmnKmn − ǫR
)
. (46)
Substituting, we obtain
Adm (2) = 4ǫ
(
Rdm −
1
2
Rhdm
)
− 4 (KKdm −KdcKcm)+ 2 (K2 −KabKab)hdm . (47)
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Therefore,
−2Adm (2)δKmd =− 8ǫ
(
Rdm −
1
2
Rhdm
)
δKmd + 8
(
KKdm −KdcKcm
)
δKmd − 4
(
K2 −KabKab
)
hdmδK
m
d
=δ
(−8ǫRdmKmd + 4ǫRK)+ 8ǫKmd δ(Rdm − 12Rhdm
)
− δ
(
8
3
KdcK
c
mK
m
d
)
+ 8KKdmδK
m
d − 4
(
K2 −KabKab
)
δK + 4
(
K2 −KabKab
)
Kmd δh
d
m
=δ
(
−8ǫRdmKmd + 4ǫRK −
8
3
KdcK
c
mK
m
d
)
+ 8ǫKmd δ
(
Rdm −
1
2
Rhdm
)
+ 8KKdmδK
m
d −
4
3
δ
(
K3
)
+ 4KabK
abδK
=δ
(
−8ǫRdmKmd + 4ǫRK −
8
3
KdcK
c
mK
m
d −
4
3
K3 + 4KKabK
b
a
)
+ 8ǫKmd δ
(
Rdm −
1
2
Rhdm
)
=δ
(
−8ǫRdmKmd + 4ǫRK −
8
3
KdcK
c
mK
m
d −
4
3
K3 + 4KKabK
b
a
)
+ 8ǫKmd δ
[Rdm]− 4ǫKδ [R]
=δ
(
−8ǫRdmKmd + 4ǫRK −
8
3
KdcK
c
mK
m
d −
4
3
K3 + 4KKabK
b
a
)
+ 8ǫ
(
Kmd Rmp −
K
2
Rdp
)
δhdp + 8ǫ
(
Kab − K
2
hab
)
δ [Rab] (48)
Substituting this in Eq. (39), we obtain
B[nc] =Db
(
Bqbd(2)δhdq − ǫAbq (2)δuq
)
+ δ
[
− 8RabKba + 4RK − ǫ
(
4
3
K3 +
8
3
KabK
b
cK
c
a − 4KKabKba
)]
+
[
DbBqbd (2) + ǫA
b
d (2)Kbq + 8
(
Kmd Rmq −
K
2
Rdq
)]
δhdq + 8
(
Kab − K
2
hab
)
δ [Rab] . (49)
The second line has the term that will give the term to be canceled by the boundary term (once multiplied
by
√
|h|). The first term will give a total derivative on the boundary surface once multiplied by
√
h, while
the other terms contain only variations of the boundary metric and will be killed once the induced metric
on the boundary is fixed. The δRab term may be further manipulated to write it as terms containing
variations of only the induced metric and those containing the variations of the surface derivatives of the
metric.
First, we will work with SabδRab, such that Sab is symmetric and naSab = 0, to derive a general
expression that we will later specialize to our case. Further, we shall introduce the convenient notation
γabc =
(D−1)Γabc for the Christoffel symbols of the boundary metric. We use the boundary adapted normal
coordinate system (BNC) (see Appendix A) and write
Sabδ [Rab] = Sαβδ [Rαβ ] = Sαβ
(
Dµδγ
µ
αβ −Dβδγµαµ
)
= Dµ
(
Sαβδγµαβ − Sαµδγβαβ
)
− (DµSαβ) δγµαβ + (DβSαβ) δγµαµ, (50)
where the Greek alphabets indicate indices running over D− 1 values that correspond to coordinates on
the boundary surface. The advantage of doing the calculations in this coordinate system is that all the
relations of Riemannian geometry, like the relation for δ [Rαβ ] above, can be directly used if we take the
viewpoint of a bug which is on the boundary and is not aware of the normal dimension. We shall do our
calculations in BNC and then upgrade the results to bulk relations using the procedure in Appendix B.
Variation of the three-dimensional connection is
δγµαβ =
hµν
2
(−Dνδhαβ +Dαδhβν +Dβδhαν) , (51)
8
δγµαµ =
hµν
2
Dαδhµν . (52)
This can be upgraded to have the bulk relation
δγmab ≡
hmn
2
[−Dn (hcahdbδhcd)+Da (hcbhdnδhcd)+Db (hcahdnδhcd)] , (53)
δγmam =
hmn
2
Da
(
hcmh
d
nδhcd
)
, (54)
where we have defined the object δγabc. This is not the variation of the object γ
a
bc = (h
ad/2)(−∂dhbc +
∂bhcd + ∂chbd), which is the natural extension of γ
α
βγ to the bulk. The variation of γ
a
bc is in fact not a
tensor (see Appendix C). Using Eq. (51) and Eq. (52), we can write Eq. (50) as
− (DµSαβ) δγµαβ = DνSαβ2 (Dνδhαβ −Dαδhβν −Dβδhαν)
= Dα
[
− (DνSαβ) δhβν + 1
2
(DαSµν) δhµν
]
+
[
1
2
(DµD
µSαβ)−DµDαSµβ
]
δhαβ ,
(55)
and(
DβS
αβ
)
δγµαµ =
1
2
(
DβS
αβ
)
hµνDαδhµν = Dα
[
1
2
(
DβS
αβ
)
hµνδhµν
]
+Dµ
[
1
2
(DνS
µν)hαβ
]
δhαβ .
(56)
Substituting in Eq. (50), we have the following relation valid in BNC:
Sabδ [Rab] =Dµ
(
Sαβδγµαβ − Sαµδγβαβ
)
+Dα
[
− (DνSαβ) δhβν + 1
2
(DαSµν) δhµν
]
+
[
DµD
µSαβ
2
−DµDαSµβ
]
δhαβ +Dα
[(
DβS
αβ
2
)
hµνδhµν
]
+Dµ
[
DνS
µνhαβ
2
]
δhαβ .
(57)
The corresponding tensorial result in terms of bulk quantities can be written down making use of the
prescription in Appendix B and δγabc defined in Eq. (53):
Sabδ [Rab] =Dm
(
Sabδγmab − Samδγbab
)
+Da
[
− (DnSab) δhbn + 1
2
(DaSmn) δhmn
]
+
[
DmD
mSab
2
−DmDaSmb
]
δhab +Da
[(
DbS
ab
2
)
hmnδhmn
]
+Dm
[
DnS
mnhab
2
]
δhab .
(58)
Substituting these expressions in Eq. (50) and then substituting the resulting expression in Eq. (49), we
finally obtain the desired form for B[nc] in Gauss-Bonnet:
B[nc] =Db
{
Bqbd(2)δhdq − ǫAbq (2)δuq +
(
Spqδγbpq − Sabδγcac
)− [DdSbc − 1
2
(
DbScd + hcdDaS
ab
)]
δhcd
}
+ δ
[
− 8RabKba + 4RK − ǫ
(
4
3
K3 +
8
3
KabK
b
cK
c
a − 4KKabKba
)]
+
[
DbBqbd (2) + ǫA
b
d (2)Kbq + 8
(
Kmd Rmq −
K
2
Rdq
)
+
1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq]δhdq , (59)
where Sab = 8(Kab − (1/2)Khab). Adding the
√
|h| factor, we have the boundary term to be added to
the action as the integral over the boundary of√
|h|BT2 =
√
|h|
[
8RabKba − 4RK + ǫ
(
4
3
K3 +
8
3
KabK
b
cK
c
a − 4KKabKba
)]
(60)
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and the full boundary variation as√
|h|B[nc]
=
√
|h|Db
{
Bqbd(2)δhdq − ǫAbq (2)δuq +
(
Spqδγbpq − Sabδγcac
)− [DdSbc − 1
2
(
DbScd + hcdDaS
ab
)]
δhcd
}
− δ
{√
|h|BT2
}
+
√
|h|
[
DbBqbd (2) + ǫA
b
d (2)Kbq + 8
(
Kmd Rmq −
K
2
Rdq
)
+
1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq − 12BT2hdq]δhdq . (61)
The boundary term in Eq. (60) matches the one given by Yale [33] (for a timelike boundary with ǫ = +1)
citing Bunch [25]. In the original source [25], the boundary term was written in terms of the curvature
in the full D dimensions. In Appendix D, we have shown that this expression, when written in terms
of the (D − 1)-dimensional boundary curvature tensor, reduces to our expression above. The conjugate
momentum, the coefficient of δhdq above, was previously derived by Davis [28] and also by Gravanis and
Willison [29] (also see [21] where it is explicitly written down). In Appendix G, we have shown that our
conjugate momentum matches with these expressions. The total derivative term, to our knowledge, has
not been explicitly provided in the literature before.
3.4 Manipulating the Boundary Term for general Lanczos-Lovelock: Part 2
In this section, we shall continue the derivation of the boundary variation for general Lanczos-Lovelock
gravity from where we left off in Section 3.1. We had simplified the boundary variation for general
Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, leaving out the
√
|h| factor, to the form given in Eq. (39). This form is
reproduced below:
B[nc] = Db
(
Bqbdδhdq − ǫAbqδuq
)− 2ǫAdmδKmd + (DbBqbd + ǫAbdKbq) δhdq . (62)
The term to be beat into shape in the above expression is −2ǫAdmδKmd , which shall now be ruthlessly
decomposed. We use Eq. (17) and Eq. (4) to write
−2ǫAdmδKmd = −4ǫPwxuv nwnvhumhdxδKmd
= −4ǫnwnvhuehfxδKef
∑
m
cm
m
2m
δ
wxc1d1···cm−1dm−1
uva1b1···am−1bm−1
Ra1b1c1d1 · · ·R
am−1bm−1
cm−1dm−1
. (63)
Here, the determinant tensor has indices w and v contracted with the normal. This means that only
the surface components of the Riemann tensor factors Raibicidi do not contribute. For example, consider
decomposing the index a1 in R
a1b1
c1d1
into its surface and normal components. We have
Ra1b1c1d1 = δ
a1
e R
eb1
c1d1
= (ha1e + ǫn
a1ne)R
eb1
c1d1
. (64)
The factor na1 together with nv will get killed because of the antisymmetry of the determinant tensor.
So only the surface component, ha1e R
eb1
c1d1
survives. Since this is true for all indices of all the Riemann
factors, we can write
−2ǫAdmδKmd =− 4ǫnwnvhuehfxδKef
×
[∑
m
cm
m
2m
δ
wxc1d1···cm−1dm−1
uva1b1···am−1bm−1
(
ha1p h
b1
q h
r
c1
hsd1R
pq
rs
) · · ·(ham−1i hbm−1j hkcm−1hldm−1Rijkl)
]
.
(65)
Looking at the definition of the determinant tensor from Eq. (3), we can see that the the above term
will have various contractions of the form nah
a
b which will all reduce to zero. In fact, the only terms
which will survive are the ones which have contraction of nw with n
v. Writing δ
wxc1d1···cm−1dm−1
uva1b1···am−1bm−1
as
−δwxc1d1···cm−1dm−1vua1b1···am−1bm−1 and using Eq. (3), we have the surviving terms as
−2ǫAdmδKmd = 4huehfxδKef
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×
[∑
m
cm
m
2m
δ
xc1d1···cm−1dm−1
ua1b1···am−1bm−1
(
ha1p h
b1
q h
r
c1
hsd1R
pq
rs
) · · ·(ham−1i hbm−1j hkcm−1hldm−1Rijkl)
]
.
(66)
We can decompose hueh
f
xδK
e
f as
hueh
f
xδK
e
f = δK
u
x −Kexδhue −Kuf δhfx = δKux + ǫKuf nxδnf . (67)
When this expression is substituted in Eq. (66), the structure of the determinant tensor would mean that
the nx in the second term would either get contracted with one of the factors of h or with K
u
f . Hence,
this term will get killed and one obtains
−2ǫAdmδKmd = 4
∑
m
cm
m
2m
δ
vc1d1···cm−1dm−1
ua1b1···am−1bm−1
(
ha1p h
b1
q h
r
c1
hsd1R
pq
rs
) · · ·(ham−1i hbm−1j hkcm−1hldm−1Rijkl) δKuv .
(68)
Using the Gauss-Codazzi relation, the above expression becomes
−2ǫAdmδKmd =
∑
m
cm
m
2m−2
δ
vc1d1···cm−1dm−1
ua1b1···am−1bm−1
[
Ra1b1c1d1 − ǫ
(
Ka1c1 K
b1
d1
−Ka1d1Kb1c1
)]
· · ·
[
Ram−1bm−1cm−1dm−1 − ǫ
(
Kam−1cm−1 K
bm−1
dm−1
−Kam−1dm−1Kbm−1cm−1
)]
δKuv
=
∑
m
cm
m
2m−2
δ
vc1d1···cm−1dm−1
ua1b1···am−1bm−1
[
Ra1b1c1d1 − 2ǫKa1c1 Kb1d1
]
· · ·
[
Ram−1bm−1cm−1dm−1 − 2ǫKam−1cm−1 K
bm−1
dm−1
]
δKuv
=
∑
m
[
cm
m
2m−2
δ
vc1d1···cm−1dm−1
ua1b1···am−1bm−1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−sRa1b1c1d1 · · · RasbscsdsKas+1cs+1 K
bs+1
ds+1
· · ·Kam−1cm−1 K
bm−1
dm−1
]
δKuv
=
∑
m
[
cm
m
2m−2
δ
vc1d1···cm−1dm−1
ua1b1···am−1bm−1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−s
(
s∏
i=1
Raibicidi
) m−1∏
j=s+1
Kajcj K
bj
dj
 δKuv . (69)
In the second-last line above, it is to be understood that the indices are to be taken only from the pool
(a1, b1, c1, d1) to (am−1, bm−1, cm−1, dm−1). For example, s = 0 would give Ra1b1c1d1 · · · Ra0b0c0d0 which is to
be taken to mean that there are no R factors in this term. This is clear from the way the expression is
written in the last line above. To see how the final expression is arrived at, first note that on multiplying
the factors of the form
[
Raibicidi − 2ǫKaici Kbidi
]
, we will get a sum of terms each having (m− 1) factors, with
each set of indices in (ai, bi, ci, di), i = 1, ...,m − 1, represented by either Raibicidi or −2ǫKaici Kbidi . All the
terms with s factors of Raibicidi are equal due to the properties of the determinant tensor. The number
of terms with s factors of Raibicidi is
m−1Cs, the number of ways of choosing s factors out of the (m − 1)
factors of
[
Raibicidi − 2ǫKaici Kbidi
]
to provide Raibicidi . The above expression can be written by taking all the
K ′s inside the δ as
−2ǫAdmδKmd =
∑
m
 cmm2m−2 δvc1d1···cm−1dm−1ua1b1···am−1bm−1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−sRa1b1c1d1 · · · Rasbscsds
δ
(
K
as+1
cs+1 K
bs+1
ds+1
· · ·Kam−1cm−1 Kbm−1dm−1Kuv
)
2(m− s)− 1

 , (70)
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since the indices (u, v) can be exchanged with the indices on any of the Kaici factors with the generation
of two minus signs which cancel to give no net sign change. Taking δ commonly outside, we get the total
variation term and term with variation of the boundary Ricci tensor:
−2ǫAdmδKmd =
∑
m
δ
 cmm2m−2 δvc1d1···cm−1dm−1ua1b1···am−1bm−1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−sRa1b1c1d1 · · · Rasbscsds(
K
as+1
cs+1 K
bs+1
ds+1
· · ·Kam−1cm−1 Kbm−1dm−1Kuv
)
2(m− s)− 1


−
∑
m
 cmm2m−2 δvc1d1···cm−1dm−1ua1b1···am−1bm−1
m−1∑
s=1
sm−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−sRa1b1c1d1 · · · Ras−1bs−1cs−1ds−1(
K
as+1
cs+1 K
bs+1
ds+1
· · ·Kam−1cm−1 Kbm−1dm−1Kuv
)
2(m− s)− 1 δ
(
Rasbscsds
) .
(71)
Note that the second sum in the above expression only runs from s = 1 since the s = 0 term does not
have any Rasbscsds factor. In the last step above, we have used the fact that terms generated by δ acting on
any of the Raibicidi are all equivalent due to the properties of the determinant tensor. The δ
(
Rasbscsds
)
term
does not contain any normal derivatives of the variations of the metric (as will be clear when we expand
and simplify this expression shortly). Hence, the total variation in the expression above, once the
√
|h|
factor is taken inside, is the term to be canceled by adding an additional boundary term.
Before manipulating the δ
(
Rasbscsds
)
term in Eq. (71), we write the above expression in condensed form
by introducing the notations
BTm ≡−
 m2m−2 δvc1d1···cm−1dm−1ua1b1···am−1bm−1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−s
(
s∏
i=1
Raibicidi
)
Kuv
(∏m−1
j=s+1K
aj
cj K
bj
dj
)
2(m− s)− 1


(72)
and
Scsds
asbs (m,s)
≡ m
2m−2
δ
vc1d1···csds···cm−1dm−1
ua1b1···asbs···am−1bm−1
sm−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−s
(
s−1∏
i=1
Raibicidi
)
Kuv
(∏m−1
j=s+1K
aj
cj K
bj
dj
)
2(m− s)− 1 ,
(73)
where s in the last expression can take values from 1 to m− 1. Then Eq. (71) can be written as
−2ǫAdmδKmd = cm
{
−
∑
m
δ (BTm)−
∑
m
m−1∑
s=1
[
Scsds
asbs (m,s)
δ
(
Rasbscsds
)]}
. (74)
To separate out variations of hab and surface derivative terms from δ
(
Rasbscsds
)
, first we write
δ
(
Rasbscsds
)
= gbsesδ
(Rasescsds)+Rasescsdsδgbses . (75)
Writing δgbses = δhbses + ǫnbsδnes + ǫnesδnbs , we can see that the components along the normals will
get killed in Eq. (74) because the determinant tensor will contract the normals either with Kab ’s or with
a factor of Rabcd = haphbqhrchsdRpqrs + ǫ
(
KacK
b
d −KadKbc
)
. Thus, the δ
(
Rasbscsds
)
term in Eq. (74) becomes
−
∑
m
m−1∑
s=1
{
Scsds
asbs (m,s)
δ
(
Rasbscsds
)}
= −
∑
m
m−1∑
s=1
{
Scsds
asbs (m,s)
[
gbsesδ
(Rasescsds)+Rasescsdsδhbses]}
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= −
∑
m
m−1∑
s=1
{
S escsds
as (m,s)
δ
(Rasescsds)+ Scsdsasbs (m,s)Rasescsdsδhbses} .
(76)
Next we shall decompose δ
(Rasescsds). In BNC (see Appendix A), we have the following relation for the
boundary Riemann tensor:
δ
(
Rαsǫsγsδs
)
= Dγsδγ
αs
ǫsδs
−Dδsδγαsǫsγs (77)
Using the prescription in Appendix B, this implies the following tensorial relation between the bulk
quantities:
δ
(Rasescsds) = Dcsδγasesds −Ddsδγasescs , (78)
where the object δγabc was defined in Eq. (53). Thus,
S escsds
as (m,s)
δ
(Rasescsds) = S escsdsas (m,s) (Dcsδγasesds −Ddsδγasescs) . (79)
The indices cs and ds in S
escsds
as (m,s)
are antisymmetric due to properties of the determinant tensor. So we
can write
S escsds
as (m,s)
δ
(Rasescsds) = 2S escsdsas (m,s) (Dcsδγasesds) . (80)
We would like to take Dcs commonly outside to get a total derivative. But, S
escsds
as (m,s)
is not a purely
boundary tensor since contraction of any index with the normal vector will not give zero (see the Gauss-
Bonnet case evaluated in Eq. (133)). But only the purely boundary part of this tensor will contribute
since
S escsds
as (m,s)
δ
(Rasescsds) = 2S escsdsas (m,s) (Dcsδγasesds) = 2S escsdsas (m,s)hfscshasgshiseshjsds (Dfsδγgsisjs) . (81)
Thus, defining
S˜ isfsjs
gs (m,s)
= S escsds
as (m,s)
hfscsh
as
gs
hisesh
js
ds
, (82)
we can write
S escsds
as (m,s)
δ
(Rasescsds) = 2S˜ escsdsas (m,s) (Dcsδγasesds) = 2Dcs (S˜ escsdsas (m,s) δγasesds)− 2Dcs (S˜ escsdsas (m,s)) δγasesds .
(83)
Using Eq. (53), the second term in Eq. (83) can be written as
− 2Dcs
(
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
)
δγasesds
= −Dcs
(
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
){
hasfs
[
−Dfs
(
hisesh
js
ds
δhisjs
)
+Des
(
hisdsh
js
fs
δhisjs
)
+Dds
(
hisesh
js
fs
δhisjs
)]}
= −Dcs
(
S˜fsescsds(m,s)
) [
−Dfs
(
hisesh
js
ds
δhisjs
)
+Des
(
hisdsh
js
fs
δhisjs
)
+Dds
(
hisesh
js
fs
δhisjs
)]
= 2Dcs
(
S˜fsescsds(m,s)
)
Dfs
(
hisesh
js
ds
δhisjs
)
= 2Dfs
[
Dcs
(
S˜fsescsds(m,s)
)(
hisesh
js
ds
δhisjs
)]
− 2
(
DfsDcsS˜
fsescsds
(m,s)
)(
hisesh
js
ds
δhisjs
)
= 2Dfs
[
Dcs
(
S˜fsescsds(m,s)
)
δhesds
]
− 2
(
DfsDcsS˜
fsescsds
(m,s)
)
δhesds , (84)
where we have made use of the antisymmetry of indices fs and es in S˜
fsescsds
(m,s) . Substituting back in
Eq. (83), we obtain
S escsds
as (m,s)
δ
(Rasescsds) = 2Dcs [S˜ escsdsas (m,s) δγasesds +Dfs (S˜csesfsds(m,s) ) δhesds]− 2(DfsDcsS˜fsescsds(m,s) ) δhesds
= 2Dcs
[
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
δγasesds −Dfs
(
S˜cs
esfsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
]
+ 2
(
DfsD
cs S˜fs
escsds (m,s)
)
δhesds . (85)
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Putting Eq. (85) in Eq. (76), we obtain
−
∑
m
m−1∑
s=1
{
Scsds
asbs (m,s)
δ
(
Rasbscsds
)}
= −
∑
m
m−1∑
s=1
{
Scsds
asbs (m,s)
[
gbsesδ
(Rasescsds)+Rasescsdsδhbses]}
= −
∑
m
m−1∑
s=1
{
2Dcs
[
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
δγasesds −Dfs
(
S˜cs
esfsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
]
+ 2
(
DfsD
cs S˜fs
escsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
+Scsds
asbs (m,s)
Rasescsdsδhbses
}
= −
∑
m
m−1∑
s=1
{
2Dcs
[
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
δγasesds −Dfs
(
S˜cs
esfsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
]
+ 2
(
DfsD
cs S˜fs
escsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
+S˜csds
asbs (m,s)
Rasescsdsδhbses
}
, (86)
since Rasescsds is orthogonal to the normal in all indices and nbsδhbses = 0 as δna ∝ na. Substituting
this in Eq. (74),
−2ǫAdmδKmd =−
∑
m
cm
{
δ (BTm) +
m−1∑
s=1
{
2Dcs
[
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
δγasesds −Dfs
(
S˜cs
esfsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
]
+
(
2DfsD
cs S˜fs
escsbs (m,s)
+ S˜csds
asbs (m,s)
Rasescsds
)
δhesbs
}}
.
(87)
and Eq. (71) in Eq. (39), we obtain
B[nc] = Db
(
Bqbdδhdq − ǫAbqδuq
)−∑
m
cm
m−1∑
s=1
{
2Dcs
[
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
δγasesds −Dfs
(
S˜cs
esfsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
]}
−
∑
m
cmδ (BTm)
+
(
DbBqbd + ǫA
b
dKbq
)
δhdq −
∑
m
cm
m−1∑
s=1
{(
2DfsD
cs S˜fsescsbs + S˜
csds
asbs (m,s)
Rasescsds
)
δhesbs
}
.
(88)
The full boundary variation term can be obtained by adding the
√
|h| factor and writing√
|h|B[nc]
=
√
|h|
{
Db
(
Bqbdδhdq − ǫAbqδuq
)−∑
m
cm
m−1∑
s=1
{
2Dcs
[
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
δγasesds −Dfs
(
S˜cs
esfsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
]}}
−
∑
m
cmδ
(√
|h|BTm
)
+
√
|h|
(
DbBqbd + ǫA
b
dKbq −
1
2
∑
m
BTmhdq
)
δhdq
−
√
|h|
∑
m
cm
m−1∑
s=1
{(
2DfsD
cs S˜fsescsbs + S˜
csds
asbs (m,s)
Rasescsds
)
δhesbs
}
, (89)
with BTm defined in Eq. (72), δγ
a
bc defined in Eq. (53) and S˜
escsds
as (m,s)
defined in Eq. (82) (S escsds
as (m,s)
is
defined in Eq. (73)). The first line above has the total derivative on the surface, the second line is the
total variation term to be canceled by adding a boundary term and the last two lines give the contribution
to be killed by fixing the boundary metric.
Having derived the full structure of the boundary term for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, we will briefly
comment on the Brown-York formulation of quasi-local energy in this context. The equivalent of −2K
√
h
14
for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity is given in the second line of Eq. (89) and allows us to define the corre-
sponding quasi-local energy for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, in terms of an integral of this expression over
a co-dimension two surface. This would match with the result obtained in [32] since they have used
the expressions for boundary terms existing in the literature [20, 34], and we will show below that the
boundary term that we have derived matches with these expressions. The coefficient of δhcd (the lower
components) will represent the corresponding Brown-York stress tensor for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, as
already mentioned in [34]. These definitions are worthy of further exploration from different perspectives,
e.g., as regards the conservation of the Brown-York stress-energy tensor on-shell, physical significance of
associated conserved quantities, etc. This will require a detailed study of the 1+ (D− 1) decomposition
of Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, which we hope to report on in a future work.
3.5 Consistency Checks on Our Expressions
3.5.1 Boundary Term
The boundary term to be added to the action for general Lanczos-Lovelock theory can be read off from
Eq. (89) as √
|h|B[nc] =
∑
m
cm
√
|h|BTm, (90)
with BTm defined in Eq. (72) and reproduced below:
BTm =−
 m2m−2 δvc1d1···cm−1dm−1ua1b1···am−1bm−1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−s
(
s∏
i=1
Raibicidi
)
Kuv
(∏m−1
j=s+1K
aj
cj K
bj
dj
)
2(m− s)− 1

 .
(91)
As the first consistency check, we have verified that BTm reduces to the correct expressions for Einstein-
Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet for m = 1 and m = 2 respectively (see Eq. (44) and Eq. (59)).
Another consistency check would be to compare with previous expressions in literature. The expres-
sion for the boundary term for general Lanczos-Lovelock has been previously given in the literature [20,34]
as
Asur(m) =
∫
∂V
d(D−1)x
√
−h Cm (92)
with
Cm = 2m
1∫
0
ds δ
i1i2i3...i2m−1
j1j2j3...j2m−1
Kj1i1
(
Rj2j3i2i3
2
− s2Kj2i2 K
j3
i3
)
. . .
(
Rj2m−2j2m−1i2m−2i2m−1
2
− s2Kj2m−2i2m−2 K
j2m−1
i2m−1
)
. (93)
In Appendix E, we have shown that the expression for Cm reduces to the expression for BTm given
in Eq. (91). Thus, our results agree with previous results in literature derived in a different manner,
affirming the consistency of our methods.
3.5.2 Surface Derivative Term and Term with Variation of Boundary Metric
We are not aware of any previous occurrences of these terms in the literature for general Lovelock gravity.
So, as consistency checks, we shall evaluate these terms for m = 1 and m = 2 and compare them with
the Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet expressions derived earlier. (We would like to note that all the
Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet expressions except for the total derivative term in the Gauss-Bonnet
case have been provided in the literature and match with the expressions derived here, see Appendix G.)
We have performed the relevant calculations in Appendix F and confirmed that the general expressions
do reduce to the corresponding Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet expressions.
4 Results
In this paper, we have separated out the boundary variation for a general Lanczos-Lovelock theory into
a surface total derivative term, the term to be canceled by the addition of a boundary term to the
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action and the Dirichlet variation term which is to be put to zero by fixing the intrinsic metric at the
boundary. As far as we know, the surface total derivative term and the Dirichlet variation term have not
been explicitly presented in any of the previous literature, for the general Lanczos-Lovelock model. The
boundary variation for general Lanczos-Lovelock is the integral over the boundary of√
|h|B[nc]
=
√
|h|
{
Db
(
Bqbdδhdq − ǫAbqδuq
)−∑
m
cm
m−1∑
s=1
{
2Dcs
[
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
δγasesds −Dfs
(
S˜cs
esfsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
]}}
−
∑
m
cmδ
(√
|h|BTm
)
+
√
|h|
(
DbBqbd + ǫA
b
dKbq −
1
2
∑
m
BTmhdq
)
δhdq
−
√
|h|
∑
m
cm
m−1∑
s=1
{(
2DfsD
cs S˜fsescsbs + S˜
csds
asbs (m,s)
Rasescsds
)
δhesbs
}
, (94)
where Bqbd is defined in Eq. (18), Abq is defined in Eq. (17), δu
q = δnq + gqdδnd, S˜
escsds
as (m,s)
is defined in
Eq. (82), δγabc is defined in Eq. (53), Rasescsds is the boundary Riemann tensor and the boundary term
to be added to the action is the integral over the boundary of
√
|h|∑m cmBTm with
BTm ≡−
 m2m−2 δvc1d1···cm−1dm−1ua1b1···am−1bm−1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−s
(
s∏
i=1
Raibicidi
)
Kuv
(∏m−1
j=s+1K
aj
cj K
bj
dj
)
2(m− s)− 1

 .
(95)
We have verified that this result matches with previous results in the literature [33, 34]. We have also
separately derived the Gauss-Bonnet case to obtain the boundary variation as integral over the boundary
of√
|h|B[nc]
=
√
|h|Db
{
Bqbd(2)δhdq − ǫAbq (2)δuq +
(
Spqδγbpq − Sabδγcac
)− [DdSbc − 1
2
(
DbScd + hcdDaS
ab
)]
δhcd
}
− δ
{√
|h|BT2
}
+
√
|h|
[
DbBqbd (2) + ǫA
b
d (2)Kbq + 8
(
Kmd Rmq −
K
2
Rdq
)
+
1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq − 12BT2hdq]δhdq , (96)
where Bqbd (2) is defined in Eq. (20), A
b
d (2) is defined in Eq. (19), S
ab = 8(Kab − (1/2)Khab) and the
boundary term to be added to the action is the integral over the boundary of√
|h|BT2 =
√
|h|
[
8RabKba − 4RK + ǫ
(
4
3
K3 +
8
3
KabK
b
cK
c
a − 4KKabKba
)]
. (97)
This result matches previous results given in [25, 33], while the conjugate momentum, the coefficient of
δhdq above, matches the result obtained in [28, 29] (explicit expression provided in [21]). As far as we
know, the total derivative term has not been explicitly presented in the previous literature.
Finally, we have also verified that our general Lanczos-Lovelock expressions reduce to the correspond-
ing Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet expressions for m = 1 and m = 2.
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Appendices
A Adapted Coordinate Systems
While dealing with the boundary and quantities defined on the boundary, it is useful to work in a coordi-
nate system where the boundary is given by the constant value of one of the coordinates. InD dimensions,
let us define the coordinates
(
φ, x1, · · · , xD−1) such that the boundary is given by φ =constant. We shall
use Greek letters for indices running over the boundary coordinates. Let us call these boundary adapted
coordinates (BAC), which will turn out to be good for our calculations. This coordinate system is good
because we have the normal one-form as
na = A∇aφ = (A, 0, 0, 0), (98)
where A is the normalization factor. Hence, any tensor T a···bc···d with an upper index a orthogonal to na,
T a···bc···d na = 0, will have T
φ···b
c···d = 0. In other words, that index will only run over the boundary coordinates.
For example, a vector V a that lies on the boundary surface, i.e. satisfies V ana = 0, will be represented
by V a = (0, V α).
We can go one-up on this useful coordinate system by defining a coordinate system which we shall
call boundary adapted normal coordinates (BNC), which are Gaussian normal coordinates [8,35] erected
near the boundary surface so that the metric appears as
ds2 = ǫdφ2 + hαβdx
αdxβ , (99)
where ǫ is −1 or +1 depending on whether the boundary is spacelike or timelike, respectively. In the
case of these coordinates, we have the further property that the normal vector
na = ∇aφ = (1, 0, 0, 0), (100)
where the normalization factor A is now set to one since gφφ = ǫ. (One may also set it to ǫ or −ǫ
depending on which way one wants the normal to point.) In this coordinate system, any index of a
tensor T a···bc···d orthogonal to the normal will run only over the boundary coordinates and hence may be
replaced by Greek indices in any summation. For example, consider the object habdx
adxb with the
induced metric hab = gab − ǫnanb. This is a scalar and hence is the same in any coordinate system. In
BNC, we have habdx
adxb = hαβdx
αdxβ , from which it is easy to see that this object is the line element
on the boundary surface. Thus, habdx
adxb is the line element on the boundary surface (in any coordinate
system).
B Upgrading Boundary Relations to Bulk Relations
One can use the boundary adapted normal coordinates (BNC) defined above to convert relations of
Riemannian geometry valid on the boundary to relations on the bulk. In BNC, consider some tensorial
relation,
(D−1)T
αβ···
γδ··· = (D−1)S
αβ···
γδ··· , (101)
between two tensors which are intrinsic to the boundary and functions of the boundary metric hαβ , its
variations δhαβ and their boundary derivatives ∂α or boundary covariant derivatives Dα. One may now
introduce two objects in the bulk by functional continuation of the tensors (D−1)T
αβ···
γδ··· and (D−1)S
αβ···
γδ···
into the bulk, i.e. we shall construct them to be of the same functional form but with hαβ replaced by
hab = gab− ǫnanb (likewise for hαβ), δhαβ replaced by δhab, all the derivatives ∂α upgraded to projected
bulk derivatives hba∂b and covariant derivativesDα upgraded toDa (for example, DαV
β is to be upgraded
to DaV
b = hcah
b
d∇cV d). One has to be careful with δhαβ since δhab is not orthogonal to the normal
even though δhab is. This is because naδh
ab = −habδna = 0 as δna ∝ na, while δna is not in general
proportional to na. Thus, the right quantity to replace δhab is not δhab but h
c
ah
d
bδhcd, which is seen to be
orthogonal to the normal in both indices and reduces to δhαβ in BNC. While upgrading Dα to Da, one
should make sure that the quantity it acts upon is orthogonal to the boundary in all its indices since Da
is only defined as a surface covariant derivative on such objects [8]. But this will happen automatically
for the type of tensors we have considered if the procedure outlined above is followed. For example,
Dcδhab is not the right bulk quantity corresponding to Dγδhαβ, but Dc
(
hdah
e
bδhde
)
, which is what we
obtain by our procedure, would work.
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It is not right now clear to us that the quantities so obtained will be tensors if they contain partial
derivatives instead of covariant derivatives. Let us assume that we can look at the resulting expressions
and convince ourselves that they are tensors. Then, we shall denote these tensors by the symbols
(D)T
ab···
cd··· and (D)S
ab···
cd··· . The indices that appear outside in the tensors (D−1)T
αβ···
γδ··· and (D−1)S
αβ···
γδ··· will
be orthogonal to the normal since they will come from some form of the induced metric hab (even Da is
defined by projecting ordinary covariant derivative with the induced metric). The question in front of
us now is whether
(D)T
ab···
cd···
?
= (D)S
ab···
cd··· (102)
is a valid bulk relation. In fact, it is. Since this is a tensorial relation, its validity in any one frame
ensures its validity in general. In BNC, one can see that hab has only the components hαβ (similarly
for hab), hαβ is δ
α
β , δh
ab is δhαβ , hba∂b will only have the components ∂α and any covariant derivative
Da
(
Bbc···de···
)
= Dα
(
Bβγ···δǫ···
)
. Finally, hcah
d
bδhcd = δhαβ . Thus, Eq. (102) reduces to Eq. (101) in BNC
since the above reductions are just the opposite of the functional continuation we did to obtain the bulk
quantities from the boundary quantities. Since we have assumed Eq. (101) to be valid, Eq. (102) is valid
in BNC and, being a tensorial relation, is also valid in general.
As an illustration, we have the following relation valid from the view of a bug living on the boundary:
δ [Rαβ ] =
(
Dµδγ
µ
αβ −Dβδγµαµ
)
. (103)
By using our procedure, the above equation can be written in terms of bulk quantities as
δ [Rab] = (Dmδγmab −Dbδγmam) , (104)
whereRab and δγmab (see Eq. (53)) are obtained by taking their formulas in terms of hαβ and its derivatives
and then upgrading using the prescription described above.
We can also go one step further and consider cases where the tensors (D)T
ab···
cd··· and (D)S
ab···
cd··· contain
some other quantities, extrinsic curvature Kab for example, that are orthogonal to the normal in all
its indices. Even in that case, we can use the above route if we can prove that the relations with the
boundary components of these other quantities (Kαβ for extrinsic curvature) are valid in BNC.
C δγabc Under Coordinate Transformations
Consider the quantity:
γabc =
had
2
(−∂dhbc + ∂bhcd + ∂chbd) . (105)
This may be taken as the extension of the boundary connection to the bulk. In any boundary adapted
coordinate system (BAC) (see Appendix A), the boundary components are seen to be
γαβγ =
hαd
2
(−∂dhβγ + ∂βhγd + ∂γhβd)
=
hαδ
2
(−∂δhβγ + ∂βhγδ + ∂γhβδ) , (106)
which are in fact the components of the boundary connection.
But the variations of γabc under variations of the metric can be seen to be not a tensor, unlike the
case of δΓabc. The variation of the bulk connection Γ
a
bc is a tensor. This is because Γ
a
bc transforms as
Γ′abc = Λ
a′
d Λ
e
b′Λ
f
c′Γ
d
ef − Λdb′Λec′∂dΛa
′
e , (107)
under transformation of coordinates from xa to x′a with Λa
′
b = ∂x
′a/∂xb and Λab′ = ∂x
a/∂x′b. The second
term is independent of the metric. Hence, the variation of Γabc transforms as a tensor under coordinate
transformations:
δΓ′abc = Λ
a′
d Λ
e
b′Λ
f
c′δΓ
d
ef . (108)
But the transformation for γabc is as follows:
γ′abc = Λ
a′
d Λ
e
b′Λ
f
c′γ
d
ef + h
e
iΛ
d
b′Λ
a′
e ∂dΛ
i
c′ . (109)
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The basic difference is that the hei in the second term was a δ
e
i for the case of Γ
a
bc (the minus sign comes
about due to the relation Λec′∂dΛ
a′
e = −Λa
′
e ∂dΛ
e
c′). The second term does not drop off under variations
and hence δγabc is not a tensor. But note that δh
a
b = −ǫδ (nanb) and hence contains only variations of
the normal. This means that this term does not contribute if we only vary the boundary metric. Hence,
δγabc is indeed a tensor if we restrict to variations that vary only the boundary metric.
D Reducing Bunch’s Expression for the Gauss-Bonnet Bound-
ary Term
In this appendix, we shall show that the Gauss-Bonnet boundary term provided in Eq. (60) matches
with the result previously derived by Bunch [25]. Bunch provides the boundary term to be added to the
Gauss-Bonnet Lagrangian L2 (with the factors as given in Eq. (12)) as√
|h|BT2 =
√
|h|
(
−4KR+ 8KhabRab − 8KachbdRabcd + 8
3
ǫK3 − 8ǫKKabKab + 16
3
ǫKabK
b
cK
c
a
)
.
(110)
Here, we have replaced the Greek indices used by Bunch by Latin indices as per our convention. First,
note that the definition of extrinsic curvature used by Bunch differs by a minus sign from the convention
that we have used. We have used
Kab = −hca∇cnb, (111)
following the convention used in [8, 35]. On the other hand, Bunch uses the convention
Kab = h
c
a∇cnb . (112)
While this is not explicitly stated in Bunch’s paper, it can be easily inferred. For example, the last
equation on page L140 in [25] reads
KacKab;cn
b = Kacnb∇cKab = −KacKabKbc . (113)
The LHS can be manipulated as
Kacnb∇cKab = ∇c
(
KacKabn
b
)−KacKab∇cnb = −KacKab∇cnb = −KacKab (hdc∇dnb) , (114)
which makes it clear that Bunch has used the definition Eq. (112). Making the flip in sign in all the
extrinsic curvature factors in Eq. (110), we obtain Bunch’s result in our convention:
BT2 = 4KR− 8KhabRab + 8KachbdRabcd − 8
3
ǫK3 + 8ǫKKabKab − 16
3
ǫKabK
b
cK
c
a . (115)
We shall now work with the curvature terms to write them in terms of the boundary intrinsic curvatures.
The first two terms in the bracket above are
4KR− 8KhabRab = 8K
(
R
2
− habRab
)
= 8K
(
R
2
−R + ǫnanbRab
)
= 8K
(
ǫnanbRab − R
2
)
= 8ǫK
(
Rab − gabR
2
)
nanb = 8ǫKGabn
anb . (116)
We have the result (see Chapter 12 in [8])
Gabn
anb =
1
2
(
K2 −KmnKmn − ǫR
)
. (117)
Substituting,
4KR− 8KhabRab = 4ǫK3 − 4ǫKKmnKmn − 4KR . (118)
Next we shall expand out the third term in Eq. (115).
8KachbdRabcd = 8K
achbdheah
f
cRebfd . (119)
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From Chapter 12 in [8], we have the following formula (after adding the correct ǫ factors):
heah
f
ch
bdRebfd = Rac − ǫ
(
KacK −KbaKbc
)
. (120)
Thus,
8KachbdRabcd = 8K
acRac − 8ǫKKacKac + 8ǫKbaKcbKac . (121)
Substituting Eq. (118) and Eq. (121) in Eq. (115), we obtain
BT2 =4ǫK
3 − 4ǫKKmnKmn − 4KR+ 8KacRac − 8ǫKKacKac + 8ǫKbaKcbKac
− 8
3
ǫK3 + 8ǫKKabKab − 16
3
ǫKabK
b
cK
c
a
=− 4KR+ 8KacRac + ǫ
(
4
3
K3 − 4KKmnKmn + 8
3
KbaK
c
bK
a
c
)
. (122)
This matches with our result in Eq. (60).
E Comparing Lanczos-Lovelock Boundary Term with Previous
Literature
In this appendix, we shall show that the boundary term we have derived in Eq. (62) is consistent with
the boundary term previously provided in the literature in [33, 34]. While the expressions in both these
references are essentially the same, we shall find it easier to compare with [33] since his expressions for
the action matches ours with the correct factors and all (see our Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet
terms in Eq. (10) and Eq. (12)), while the reference [34] has an extra −(D − 2p)! sticking around in
the p−th order Lovelock term. The boundary term for general Lanczos-Lovelock is given in [33] as the
integral over the boundary of
√
|h| times
Qm = 2m
∫ 1
0
dtδ
a1a2···a2m−1
b1b2···b2m−1
Kb1a1
(
1
2
Rb2b3a2a3 − t2Kb2a2Kb3a3
)
· · ·
(
1
2
Rb2m−2b2m−1a2m−2a2m−1 − t2Kb2m−2a2m−2Kb2m−1a2m−1
)
.
(123)
This Qm is what we have called BTm, with the corresponding expression provided in Eq. (91) as
BTm =−
 m2m−2 δvc1d1···cm−1dm−1ua1b1···am−1bm−1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−2ǫ)m−1−s
(
s∏
i=1
Raibicidi
)
Kuv
(∏m−1
j=s+1K
aj
cj K
bj
dj
)
2(m− s)− 1
 .
=−
mδvc1d1···cm−1dm−1ua1b1···am−1bm−1Kuv
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−ǫ)m−1−s
2s−1
(
s∏
i=1
Raibicidi
) (∏m−1
j=s+1K
aj
cj K
bj
dj
)
2(m− s)− 1

 . (124)
It is up to us now to show that these expressions are equal. Before we start off on this momentous
journey, we first note that, just as the case in our comparison with Bunch’s Gauss-Bonnet expression in
Appendix D, our definition for the extrinsic curvature [8] differs from that used in [33, 34] by a minus
sign. This is immediately clear if we look at the case of Einstein-Hilbert. In our convention, a positive√−gR requires a −2
√
|h|K integrated at the boundary to keep it well-defined; while in the case of the
other pretenders, a positive
√−gR has as consort a Gibbons-Hawking-York term defined as boundary
integral of 2
√
|h|K. We shall see that once this relative minus sign is taken into consideration our results
are in perfect agreement with [33, 34].
So, we take care of this relative minus sign business by flipping the overall sign in Qm (note that the
term is odd in Kab).
Qm = −2m
∫ 1
0
dtδ
a1a2···a2m−1
b1b2···b2m−1
Kb1a1
(
1
2
Rb2b3a2a3 − t2Kb2a2Kb3a3
)
· · ·
(
1
2
Rb2m−2b2m−1a2m−2a2m−1 − t2Kb2m−2a2m−2Kb2m−1a2m−1
)
.
(125)
We will now manipulate this expression to bring it to the form of Eq. (124). First, we forcefully evict all
those terms which have no business of staying within the integral sign:
Qm = −2mδa1a2···a2m−1b1b2···b2m−1 Kb1a1
∫ 1
0
dt
(
1
2
Rb2b3a2a3 − t2Kb2a2Kb3a3
)
· · ·
(
1
2
Rb2m−2b2m−1a2m−2a2m−1 − t2Kb2m−2a2m−2Kb2m−1a2m−1
)
.
(126)
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Thus, having put these terms in their place, we next expand out the product of the (m−1) factors inside
the integral sign.
Qm = −2mδa1a2···a2m−1b1b2···b2m−1 Kb1a1
∫ 1
0
dt
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs s∏
i=1
(
1
2
Rb2ib2i+1a2ia2i+1
) m−1∏
j=s+1
(
−t2Kb2ja2jKb2j+1a2j+1
)
= −2mδa1a2···a2m−1b1b2···b2m−1 Kb1a1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs
2s
s∏
i=1
(
Rb2ib2i+1a2ia2i+1
) m−1∏
j=s+1
(
Kb2ja2jK
b2j+1
a2j+1
) ∫ 1
0
dt(−t2)m−s−1

= −2mδa1a2···a2m−1b1b2···b2m−1 Kb1a1
m−1∑
s=0
m−1Cs (−1)m−s−1
2s [2(m− s)− 1]
s∏
i=1
(
Rb2ib2i+1a2ia2i+1
) m−1∏
j=s+1
(
Kb2ja2jK
b2j+1
a2j+1
)
= −mδa1a2···a2m−1b1b2···b2m−1 Kb1a1
m−1∑
s=0
 m−1Cs (−1)m−s−1
2s−1 [2(m− s)− 1]
s∏
i=1
(
Rb2ib2i+1a2ia2i+1
) m−1∏
j=s+1
(
Kb2ja2jK
b2j+1
a2j+1
) . (127)
Comparing with Eq. (124), it is seen that this is exactly what we have called BTm. Thus, we have
confirmed that our results match with the results previously given in [33, 34].
F Other Terms: Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet Cases from
Lanczos-Lovelock Expressions
In this appendix, we shall evaluate the terms in Eq. (89) for m = 1 and m = 2 and verify that they
reduce to the corresponding Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet expressions. Leaving out the common√
|h| factor, the terms to be evaluated are the surface derivative term given by
ST(m) = Db
(
Bqbd(m)δhdq − ǫAbq (m)δuq
)
−
m−1∑
s=1
{
2Dcs
[
S˜ escsds
as (m,s)
δγasesds −Dfs
(
S˜cs
esfsds (m,s)
)
δhesds
]}
,
(128)
and the Dirichlet variation term
D(m) =
(
DbBqbd (m) + ǫA
b
d (m)Kbq −
1
2
BTmhdq
)
δhdq
−
m−1∑
s=1
{(
2DfsD
cs S˜fs
escsbs (m,s)
+ S˜csds
asbs (m,s)
Rasescsds
)
δhesbs
}
. (129)
F.1 The m = 1 Einstein-Hilbert case
For the Einstein-Hilbert case, we have from Section 3.2 that
Bqbd(1) = 0; A
b
d (1) = −ǫhbd ; BT1 = −2K. (130)
From Eq. (73), m = 1 means that Sab
cd (m,s), and hence S˜
ab
cd (m,s), does not exist as s is defined to take
values from 1 to m− 1. Thus,
ST(1) = Db
(
hbqδu
q
)
= Db
(
δub
)
, (131)
and
D(1) =− (Kab −Khab) δhab . (132)
These expressions match with the corresponding expressions from Section 3.2.
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F.2 The m = 2 Gauss-Bonnet case
For m = 2, Scsds
asbs (m,s)
has only the Scsds
asbs (2,1)
term which, from Eq. (73), is
Sc1d1
a1b1 (2,1)
= 2δvc1d1ua1b1K
u
v
= 2
[
δvu
(
δc1a1δ
d1
b1
− δc1b1 δd1a1
)
− δva1
(
δc1u δ
d1
b1
− δc1b1 δd1u
)
+ δvb1
(
δc1u δ
d1
a1
− δc1a1δd1u
)]
Kuv
= 2
[
K
(
δc1a1δ
d1
b1
− δc1b1 δd1a1
)
−
(
Kc1a1δ
d1
b1
− δc1b1Kd1a1
)
+
(
Kc1b1 δ
d1
a1
− δc1a1Kd1b1
)]
. (133)
Therefore, S˜c1d1
a1b1 (2,1)
is
S˜c1d1
a1b1 (2,1)
= 2
[
K
(
hc1a1h
d1
b1
− hc1b1hd1a1
)
−
(
Kc1a1h
d1
b1
− hc1b1Kd1a1
)
+
(
Kc1b1 h
d1
a1
− hc1a1Kd1b1
)]
. (134)
F.2.1 The Total Derivative Term
First, let us calculate the total derivative term to compare with Eq. (59). The first two terms in Eq. (128)
occur in the same form in Eq. (59). Thus, we have to evaluate the last two terms, which are of the
following form for Gauss-Bonnet:
−2Dc1
[
S˜ e1c1d1
a1 (2,1)
δγa1e1d1 −Df1
(
S˜c1
e1f1d1 (2,1)
)
δhe1d1
]
(135)
Let us first simplify 2Dc1
[
Df1
(
S˜c1
e1f1d1 (2,1)
δhe1d1
)]
. Denoting this by Term 2,
Term 2
= Dc1
{
2Df1
(
S˜c1
e1f1d1 (2,1)
)
δhe1d1
}
= Dc1
{
4Df1
[
K
(
hc1f1he1d1 − hc1d1he1f1
)
−
(
Kc1f1hd1e1 −Ke1f1hc1d1
)
+
(
Kc1d1he1f1 −Ke1d1hc1f1
)]
δhe1d1
}
= Dc1
{
4 (Dc1K)he1d1δh
e1d1 − 4 (De1K) δhe1c1 − 4
(
Df1K
f1c1
)
he1d1δh
e1d1 + 4
(
Df1K
f1
e1
)
δhe1c1
+4
(
De1K
c1
d1
)
δhe1d1 − 4 (Dc1Ke1d1) δhe1d1
}
, (136)
where we have used since naδh
ab = 0 (because we have δna ∝ na).
On the other hand, we have the following term from Eq. (59):
Y1 = −Db
{[
DdSbc − 1
2
(
DbScd + hcdDaS
ab
)]
δhcd
}
. (137)
We have δhcd = δgcd−ǫncδnd−ǫndδnc, of which the terms with the normal are killed by the cofactor which
is orthogonal to the boundary, leaving us with δgcd = −gcegdfδgef = −gcegdf
(
δhef + ǫneδnf + ǫnfδne
)
,
of which again the normal components are killed. Thus, substituting Sab = 8(Kab − (1/2)Khab), we
obtain
Y1 =Db
{[
DeS
b
f −
1
2
(
DbSef + hefDaS
ab
) ]
δhef
}
=Db
{
8
(
DeK
b
f
)
δhef − 4 (DeK) δheb − 4
(
DbKef
)
δhef
+ 4
(
DbK
)
hef δh
ef − 4 (DaKab)hefδhef} . (138)
Thus, we can write
Term 2 = Y1 + 4Dc
[
(DqKpq) δh
cp − (DdKcb ) δhbd
]
. (139)
Let us now consider the other term in Eq. (135) which reads
Term 1 = −2Dc1
[
S˜ e1c1d1
a1 (2,1)
δγa1e1d1
]
= −4Dc
{[
K
(
hcah
bd − hbchda
)− (Kcahbd −Kdahbc)+ (Kcbhda −Kdbhca)] δγabd}
= 4Dc
{−Khpqδγcpq +Khbcδγaba +Kcahbdδγabd −Kdahbcδγabd −Kcbδγaba +Kbdδγcbd} . (140)
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We have to compare this with the following term from Eq. (59):
Dc
(
Spqδγcpq − Sacδγbab
)
= Dc
{
8Kpqδγcpq − 4Khpqδγcpq − 8Kacδγbab + 4Khacδγbab
}
. (141)
We can see that
Term 1−Dc
(
Spqδγcpq − Sacδγbab
)
= Dc
{−4Kpqδγcpq + 4Kacδγbab − 4Kdahcbδγabd + 4Kcahbdδγabd} .
(142)
Let us simplify the last two terms using Eq. (53):
4Kcah
bdδγabd = 4K
c
ah
pq
{
1
2
has
[−Ds (hcphdqδhcd)+Dp (hcshdqδhcd)+Dq (hcshdpδhcd)]}
= −2Kcshpq {[Ds (hcphdqδhcd)+Dp (hcshdqδhcd)−Dq (hcshdpδhcd)]− 2Dp (hcshdqδhcd)}
= −4Kcsδγpsp + 4KcsDq
(
hcsh
d
qδhcd
)
, (143)
and
−4Kdahcbδγabd = −4Kdahcb
[
1
2
hap
(−Dp (hxbhydδhxy) +Db (hxphydδhxy)+Dd (hxphybδhxy))]
= 2Kdphcb
{[−Db (hxphydδhxy)+Dp (hxbhydδhxy) +Dd (hxphybδhxy)]− 2Dd (hxphybδhxy)}
= 4Kdpδγcdp − 4KdphcbDd
(
hxph
y
bδhxy
)
. (144)
Substitution in Eq. (142) leads to
Term 1−Dc
(
Spqδγcpq − Sacδγbab
)
=Dc
[−4Kpqδγcpq + 4Kacδγbab − 4Kcsδγpsp
+ 4KcsDq
(
hxsh
y
qδhxy
)
+ 4Kdpδγcdp − 4KdphcbDd
(
hxph
y
bδhxy
)]
=Dc
[
4KcsDq
(
hxsh
y
qδhxy
)− 4KdphcbDd (hxphybδhxy)] . (145)
From Eq. (139) and Eq. (145), we obtain
Term 2 + Term 1
=Dc
{[
DdS
c
b −
1
2
(DcSbd + hbdDaS
ac)
]
δhbd +
(
Spqδγcpq − Sacδγbab
)
− 4 (DdKcb ) δhbd + (4DqKpq) δhcp − 4KdphcbDd
(
hxph
y
bδhxy
)
+ 4KcsDq
(
hxsh
y
qδhxy
)}
. (146)
The LHS is the term we obtained by putting m = 2 in our Lanczos-Lovelock expression while the first
line in the RHS gives the corresponding terms in the Gauss-Bonnet expression previously derived. Thus,
the terms present in the last line have to vanish. These terms can be simplified as follows:
− 4 (DdKcb ) δhbd + 4DqKpqδhcp − 4KdphcbDd
(
hxph
y
bδhxy
)
+ 4KcsDq
(
hxsh
y
qδhxy
)
= −4 (DdKcb ) δhbd + 4DqKpqδhcp + 4KdpDdδhpc − 4KcsDqδhsq
= −4Dd
(
Kcbδh
bd
)
+ 4Dd
(
Kdpδh
cp
)
= 4Dd
(
Kdpδh
cp −Kcpδhpd
)
. (147)
In the second step above, we have used the relation
hachbdδhcd = −δhab, (148)
which can be proved by going to BNC as indicated in Appendix B. Adding the Dc,
Dc
[
− 4 (DdKcb ) δhbd + 4DqKpqδhcp − 4KdphcbDd
(
hxph
y
bδhxy
)
+ 4KcsDq
(
hxsh
y
qδhxy
) ]
= 4DcDd
(
Kdpδh
cp −Kcpδhpd
)
= 4 (DcDd −DdDc)Kdpδhcp
= 4
(RdecdKepδhcp +RcecdKdpδhep) = 4 (−RecKepδhcp +RedKdpδhep) = 0, (149)
where we have used
(DaDb −DbDa)Acd = RceabAed +RdeabAce, (150)
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valid for any tensor Aab that is orthogonal to the normal on both indices. Thus, the last line in the RHS
of Eq. (146) vanishes and we obtain
− 2Dc1
[
S˜ b1c1d1
a1 (2,1)
δγa1b1d1 −
(
Da1 S˜c1
d1a1b1 (2,1)
)
δhb1d1
]
= Dc
{[
DdS
c
b −
1
2
(DcSbd + hbdDaS
ac)
]
δhbd +
(
Spqδγcpq − Sacδγbab
)}
. (151)
Hence, the total derivative term for general Lanczos-Lovelock gravity reduces to the previously derived
Gauss-Bonnet result for m = 2.
F.2.2 The Dirichlet Variation Term
In this section, we shall compare Eq. (129) evaluated for m = 2,
D(2) =
(
DbBqbd (2) + ǫA
b
d (2)Kbq −
1
2
BT2hdq
)
δhdq
−
(
2Df1D
c1 S˜f1
e1c1b1 (2,1)
+ S˜c1d1
a1b1 (2,1)
Ra1e1c1d1
)
δhe1b1 . (152)
with the corresponding expression in Eq. (61), which is
DGB =
[
DbBqbd (2) + ǫA
b
d (2)Kbq + 8
(
Kmd Rmq −
K
2
Rdq
)
+
1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq − 12BT2hdq]δhdq . (153)
The first two terms above and the last term are present in the same form in Eq. (152). We need to check
that
−
(
2Df1D
c1 S˜f1
e1c1b1 (2,1)
+ S˜c1d1
a1b1 (2,1)
Ra1e1c1d1
)
δhe1b1
?
=
[
8
(
Kmd Rmq −
K
2
Rdq
)
+
1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq]δhdq . (154)
Let us start by computing
Expression 1 =− 2Df1Dc1 S˜f1e1c1b1 (2,1)δhe1b1 = −2DcDaS˜cdab (2,1)δhdb
=− 4DcDa [K (hcahbd − hcbhad)− (Kcahbd −Kadhcb) + (Kcbhad −Kbdhca)] δhbd
=− 4 (DaDaK)hbdδhbd + 4 (DbDdK) δhbd + 4 (DcDaKca)hbdδhbd
− 4 (DbDaKad ) δhbd − 4 (DcDdKcb ) δhbd + 4 (DaDaKbd) δhbd . (155)
On the other hand, we can substitute in Eq. (153) Sab = 8(Kab − (1/2)Khab) and obtain[1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq]δhdq
=4
(
DaDbK
ab
)
hdqδh
dq − 4 (DaDaK)hdqδhdq
+ 4 (DcD
cKdq) δh
dq − 8 (DcDdKcq) δhdq + 4 (DqDdK) δhdq, (156)
so that
Expression 1 =
[1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq]δhdq
+ 4 (DcDdK
c
b ) δh
bd − 4 (DbDaKad) δhbd
=
[1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq]δhdq
+ 4 (DaDbK
a
d −DbDaKad ) δhbd
=
[1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq]δhdq
24
+ 4KpdRpbδhbd − 4KapRpdabδhbd (157)
In the last step above, we have replaced the anti-commutator [Da, Db] with the three-dimensional cur-
vature using
DaDbA
c
d −DbDaAcd = RceabAed −RedabAce, (158)
valid for any tensor Aab that is orthogonal to the normal on both indices. Proceeding to the last term in
Eq. (152), we have
Expression 2 = −S˜c1d1
a1b1 (2,1)
Ra1e1c1d1δhe1b1 = −S˜cdabRaecdδheb
= −2 [K (δcaδdb − δcbδda)− (Kcaδdb − δcbKda)+ (Kcbδda − δcaKdb )]Raecdδheb
= −4KRabδhab + 4KcaRaecbδheb + 4KcbRecδheb . (159)
Adding the two terms from Eq. (157) and Eq. (159), we obtain
Expression 1+Expression 2 =− 2Df1Dc1 S˜f1e1c1b1 (2,1)δhe1b1 − S˜
c1d1
a1b1 (2,1)
Ra1e1c1d1δhe1b1
=
[1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq]δhdq
+ 4KpdRpbδhbd − 4KapRpdabδhbd
− 4KRabδhab + 4KcaRaecbδheb + 4KcbRecδheb
=
[1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq + 8(Kmd Rmq − K2 Rdq
)]
δhdq .
(160)
Hence, the Dirichlet variation term in our general Lanczos-Lovelock also reduces to the Gauss-Bonnet
expression for m = 2.
G The Conjugate Momentum for the Gauss-Bonnet Case
In this section, we shall compare the expression for conjugate momentum derived for Gauss-Bonnet
gravity with expressions existing in the literature (derived in [28, 29], also see [21] where the expression
is explicitly written down). From Eq. (61), the conjugate momentum for Gauss-Bonnet gravity reads
√
|h|Π(2)dq =
√
|h|
{
DbBqbd (2) + ǫA
b
d (2)Kbq + 8
(
Kmd Rmq −
K
2
Rdq
)
+
1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)−DcDdScq
−1
2
hdq
[
8RabKba − 4RK + ǫ
(
4
3
K3 +
8
3
KabK
b
cK
c
a − 4KKabKba
)]} ∣∣∣∣
sym[d↔q]
, (161)
where we have indicated that this object should be symmetrized in indices d and q since it is contracted
with δhdq. For Gauss-Bonnet gravity, using Eq. (18) and Eq. (11),
Bqbd (2) = 2P
ancp
(2) hqahbnnchdp
= 4Rancphqahbnnchdp + 4G
nchbnnchqd − 4Gachqanchbd
= 4 (DqKbd −DbKqd) + 4 (DbK −DaKab )hdq − 4
(
DqK −DaKaq
)
hbd . (162)
Thus,
DbBqbd (2) = 4D
bDqKbd − 4DbDbKqd − 4hdqDaDbKab + 4DdDaKqa − 4DdDqK + 4hdqDbDbK .
(163)
Next, we shall simplify the second line of Eq. (161) using Sab = 8(Kab − (1/2)Khab):
−DcDdScq +
1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)
= − 8DbDdKbq + 4DqDdK + 4
(
DaDbK
ab
)
hdq
25
+ 4DcD
cKdq − 4 (DcDcK)hdq (164)
Adding Eq. (163) and Eq. (164) and symmetrizing in d and q, we obtain[
DbBqbd (2) −DcDdScq +
1
2
(
hdqDaDbS
ab +DcD
cSdq
)] ∣∣∣∣
sym[d↔q]
= 4[Dd, Da]K
a
q
∣∣∣∣
sym[d↔q]
=
[
4RasdaKsq − 4RsqdaKas
] ∣∣∣∣
sym[d↔q]
=
[−4RdbKbq + 4RdbqsKbs] ∣∣∣∣
sym[d↔q]
,
(165)
where we have made use of Eq. (158). Our next target of simplification will be the term with Ab
d (2) in
Eq. (161). Making use of Eq. (47),
ǫAbd (2)Kbq = 4RbdKbq − 2RKdq − 4ǫ
[
−KbcKcdKbq +KKbdKbq +
1
2
Kdq
(
KabK
ab −K2)] , (166)
so that
ǫAbd (2)Kbq −
1
2
hdq
[
8RabKba − 4RK + ǫ
(
4
3
K3 +
8
3
KabK
b
cK
c
a − 4KKabKba
)]
=4RbdKbq − 2RKdq − 4ǫ
[
−KbcKcdKbq +KKbdKbq +
1
2
Kdq
(
KabK
ab −K2)]
+ hdq
(−4RabKab + 2KR)+ 2ǫhdq (−1
3
K3 − 2
3
KbcK
c
dK
d
b +KKabK
ab
)
. (167)
Following [28], we define the symmetric quantity Jab
Jab = −2
3
KacK
cdKdb +
2
3
KKacK
c
b +
1
3
Kab
(
KpqK
pq −K2) , (168)
and its trace
J = −2
3
KacK
cdKda +KKacK
c
a −
1
3
K3 . (169)
In terms of these quantities, Eq. (167) can be written as
ǫAbd (2)Kbq −
1
2
hdq
[
8RabKba − 4RK + ǫ
(
4
3
K3 +
8
3
KabK
b
cK
c
a − 4KKabKba
)]
=4
[
−3
2
ǫJdq +
1
2
ǫJhdq
]
+ 4
[
RbdKbq −
1
2
RKdq − hdq
(
RabKab − 1
2
KR
)]
. (170)
Thus, we obtain
Πdq =
{
−4RdbKbq + 4RdbqsKbs + 4
[
−3
2
ǫJdq +
1
2
ǫJhdq
]
+4
[
RbdKbq −
1
2
RKdq − hdq
(
RabKab − 1
2
KR
)]
+ 8
(
Kmd Rmq −
1
2
KRdq
)} ∣∣∣∣
sym[d↔q]
=4
[
−3
2
ǫJdq +
1
2
ǫJhdq
]
+ 4
[
2RbdKbq −
1
2
RKdq + hdq
(
−RabKab + 1
2
KR
)
+RdbqsKbs −KRdq
] ∣∣∣∣
sym[d↔q]
=4
[
−3
2
ǫJdq +
1
2
ǫJhdq +
1
2
Pdbqs (2)Kbs
]
, (171)
where we have defined Pdbqs (2) as the boundary tensor analogous to P abcd (2) in Eq. (11):
Pabcd (2) = 2
[
Rabcd +Rbchad −Rachbd − R
2
(hbchad − hachbd) +Radhbc −Rbdhac
]
. (172)
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In order to compare with the results derived in [28], we shall put ǫ = 1 since the analysis there is done
for a timelike boundary. Also, note that our definition of Pabcd (2) in Eq. (11) is twice the expression
defined as Pabcd in [28]. Then, we have
Πdq = 4
[
−3
2
Jdq +
1
2
Jhdq +
1
2
Pdbqs (2)Kbs
]
, (173)
which matches with the expression obtained in [28] (written out explicitly in [21]) except for a minus
sign. This minus sign difference is again, as was the case with previous sections, due to difference in
the convention for Kab. Davis in [28] defines Kab = h
c
a∇cnb, which differs from our definition (following
[8, 35]) by a minus sign. Taking this minus sign into account, our conjugate momentum matches the
expressions provided in [21, 28].
The conjugate momentum expression is also provided in [29], where it is written in the form
Πdq = −2
(
Qdq − hdq
3
Q
)
, (174)
with (the second term below needs to be symmetrized for symmetric Πdq)
Qab = −2KcdRacbd−4RacKcb+2KRab+RKab+Kab
(
KcdKcd −K2
)
+2KKacK
c
b−2KcaKcdKdb . (175)
This expression is also easily seen to match our result.
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